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role of a theatre producer
often misunderstood
varies depending on the sector (commercial or
subsidised)
facilitators: ensuring everyone else has what they
need to (practically and emotionally) to make the
best possible piece of theatre they’re capable of
and importantly, on time and on budget (both of
which it’s normally your job to define)
relationships are at the very heart of the job.
Easiest way to maintain them is to be transparent,
fair, conscientious & grateful
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routes into a career
in theatre production
1. Just tell people (and yourself) that you are
one, and find or initiate a first project to work
on. In other words, just learn by doing.
2. An increasing number of unis and drama
schools are offering MAs in Creative
Producing. The organisation Stage One also
offer shorter courses to help nurture
emerging producers.
3. Starting at the bottom in a larger production
company. You might not be doing much
more than wrapping up opening night gifts
or scheduling conference calls - but if you
prove to be reliable, it’s amazing how quickly
people can be given more responsibility.
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You don’t need to start a theatre company
in order to put your own show on. However,
it can be useful:
a) for audiences and programmers to
understand the type of work you make
b) for yourself - to define your intention
Key tip
any new theatre company - or theatre
production project - should come from a
desire to put on work that you think is
lacking in your specific context
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starting a theatre company
and/or self-producing
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Look for scratch nights, or open submissions from
pub theatres or festivals such as VAULT or Camden
Fringe.
Write to small-scale venues, essentially pitching
your idea. If you already have a script, include that.
TRY NOT to accept a flat ‘hire fee’ agreement. You
want the venue to be taking some of the risk on
themselves too - more than anything, they will be
more invested in helping to sell it.
Call it a ‘work-in-progress’ and try and get as much
useful feedback as you can.
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how to find a venue
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don't try and do it
on your own
even if you want to put on a solo show, you
want people around to bounce ideas off
and to tell you when you’re wrong or
aiming too high (or low)
you've had the luxury of working closely
with each other for years. You probably
know who is interested in making the
same type of theatre as you, and who you
will work effectively with
starting out with friends also makes the
financial situation easier - more equal
power dynamic, not the expectation of one
person paying another
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the ‘m’ word
Work out what you realistically need. Then
add an extra £500 for unforeseen stuff.
The main benefit of working with people you
know is you are all ‘in it together’ - you can
agree to split any profits, but there’s no
expectation of payment/etc. Make this clear
early.
If possible, try and split responsibility for
sourcing the money between members of
your theatre company equally.
ACE funding tricky for your very first project
but not impossible - find a mentor who is
very familiar with applications if you want to
go down this route.
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thinking small can
sometimes be smart
beauty of fringe theatre is your production
value doesn’t matter too much.
Try and use minimal set, shows which
don’t require millions of actors & minimal
te
Focus attention on the innovation and
interest and excitement to come from the
content and the message itself.
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know your audience...and
never forget about them
Holly leading a whole masterclass about
marketing on Friday - so I will leave her to
explain the importance of marketing
But never forget they are the most important
person in the theatrical equation at all times.
Without an audience, you don't have anything
Define them. No show is for everyone.
What are the three things you want them to
leave thinking/feeling?
And what are the three reasons why they’re
going to bother coming to your show in the
first place?
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be nice to everyone…and
help where you can
Very few people in theatre (even
commercial) are really in this for the
money. The reality is - it’s very likely that we
could all make far more doing other things
Most people do it because they love it - and
they understand how hard it is to put on a
show.
If someone needs help, make time for
them! And in return, don’t be afraid to hit
up people who you know - to source
equipment, find creatives, rehearsal rooms,
whatever.
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QUESTIONS ARE
VERY WELCOME

